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SYMPOSIUM ON

In recent years, new telescopes have provided unprecedented 
opportunities to observe astrophysical objects with an im-
proved sensitivity and resolution and in spectral regions that 
were previously inaccessible. A large number of molecules 
have been observed in the interstellar medium, giving rise to a 
completely new research field, astrochemistry, where chemical 
reactions in the interstellar medium are studied.

!e symposium “Negative ions and Molecules in Astrophys-
ics”, arranged by the University of Gothenburg,  intends to 
bring together physicists, chemists and astrophysicists with 
interest in this rapidly increasing interdisciplinary field. Any 
scientist interested in the field is invited to participate, and we 
do particular encourage younger researchers to attend.
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Information and registration

http://www.science.gu.se/utbildning/utbildningar/forskarut-
bildning/tema/physical_sciences/negative-ions-and-mole-
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Conference 
Summary
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Technology, Sweden



440 participants
25 countries

74 presentations*
322 posters

*1 under embargo



The molecular 
universe is 
interesting 

because so much 
of it is out of 
equilibrium

Astrochemistry:
concerned with 
all aspects of 

cosmic evolution



Many young people here: the future of 
astrochemistry seems bright...if there 
will be enough jobs

Large, international collaborations 
are changing the manner of research

Databases and data archives, 
expanding and freely shared 

Observations are outrunning theory 
and models

Laboratory: real chemistry & physics;  
measurements deserve proper credit



The Thrill of Discovery is in the Air

A flood of important results from 
Herschel (interstellar matter, star-
forming regions, proto-planetary 
disks, circumstellar envelopes, etc.)

Commissioning data from ALMA just 
released; Early-Science proposals due 
at the end of this month



fullerenes C60 and C70 discovered!

New, important interstellar 
molecules OH+, H2O+, SH+, H2Cl+ 

High-bandwidth receivers 
revolutionize radio spectroscopy

Many marvelous lab experiments

anions

What’s New?!



PANCHROMATIC APPROACHES
X-ray absorption - total abundances

Ultraviolet - new capabilities with 
HST/COS; CO fluorescence in disks, 
absorption spectroscopy of thicker 
clouds. T Tau stars with disks are 
observed in UV(modellers take note!)

High-energy astroparticle physics: -
rays, cosmic rays, interstellar 
ionization -   H3+ absorption (IR) and 
OH+, H2O+ (submm)

Couple electronic, vibrational, 
rotational spectra



new, improved methods of radiative 
transfer; spectrum analysis of 105 
lines in Orion

models of photon-dominated regions 
(PDR) coupled with hydrodynamics, ice 
processing, grain growth, stochastic 
surface chemistry, fractal structure

Benchmark your models of exoplanet 
atmospheres against a 1 MJ planet at 5 
AU from a G2 V star (remember the UV/
EUV spectrum of the sun is known)

Models



Where is the water in low-mass young 
stellar objects? (low-mass cores are dry) 

Ice in the lab, ice in space

Where did the water on Earth 
originate? Water in the Saturn system

ortho/para ratios in comets, 
protoplanetary disks - long-term 
mixing of warm/cold regions. HDO/
H2O??

WATER

Water, water everywhere nor any drop to drink



Meteoritics and sample-return 
missions 

much evidence of mixing. 

PAHs are here, too 

organic goo, but probably not 
primordial

Solar System



Extremely rich spectra of mass-losing 
stars, both carbon- and oxygen-rich

spatially resolved hints about anion 
chemistry; even stars are not 
spherically symmetric (cf. VY CMa)

Aromatic IR bands not seen in AGB 
stars, but appear in proto-planetary-
nebulae* (chemistry or excitation?)

Molecules & dust in supernovae

Evolved Stars

*planetary nebula - one of many labels that are confusing for 
non-astronomers



Atmosphere models - don’t neglect 
mixing (diffusion) and possibly 
extreme outer boundary conditions

Observational challenges, future 
telescopes & space missions

Earth-like planets, bio-markers

Exoplanets and their atmospheres



Progress on basic processes

Observational tests will push ever 
closer to the first stars

Early Universe and First Stars



Big advance in recent years: 
abundances can be determined - 
accurately from absorption lines and 
better now from emission lines from 
unresolved sources. Line surveys

Molecules are important probes of the 
most distant galaxies and quasars; 
gravitational lenses make ‘normal’ 
galaxies detectable

Cosmological tests: rolling 
constants, TCMB ∝ 2.725(1+z)α  - is α=1

Molecules in Galaxies



Turbulence - another aspect of non-
equilibrium with important 
consequences for interstellar 
chemistry and dynamics

magnetic pre-cursors in outflows



Every spectroscopic observation will 
be a line survey - how to analyze 
everything!?

It may be increasingly difficult for us 
to see the details at high resolution 
in relation to larger-scale structures

The Promise and Peril of ALMA



THANKS Everyone for a splendid symposium!

and special thanks to the
local organizing committee

and all sponsors


